






































































































































2.3　Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Fourth editionの定義

















































































































































（32）… ‘I…must…be…growing…small… again.’…She…got…up…and…went… to… the… table… to…measure…
herself…by…it,…and…found…that,…as…nearly…as…she…could…guess,…she…was…now…about…two…
feet…high,…....





























（Arthur…Conan…Doyle,…The Hound of the Baskervilles）
（37）… I…can…well… remember…driving…up… to…his…house… in… the…evening…some… three…weeks…
before…the…fatal…event.









































（H.…G.…Wells,…Love and Mr. Lewisham）
（41）You…are…the…one…man…who…is…able…to…save…me.






























（Charles…Dickens,…A Tale of Two Cities）
（48）…Brimming…with…the…subtilized…misery…that…he…was…capable…of…feeling,…he…followed…the…
opposite…way…towards…the…inn.
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On the Co-occurrence of Words
FUKAYA,…Atsuka
The…purpose…of… this…paper… is… to…clarify…words…having…similar…meanings.… In… the…present…
article,… the…words…‘able’…and…‘capable’…are… focused…on.…Their…difference… in…meaning… is…
examined…by…referring… to… the…definitions…of… the… two…adjectives…given… in… two…English-
Japanese… dictionaries… and… a…monolingual…English… dictionary,… and… observing… the… co-
occurrence…words…of… them.… In… the… former,… the…definitions…give…us… the…core…meaning…of…




and…meaning.…The… forms…‘be…able… to’…and…‘be…capable…of’…manifest… their…difference… in…
meaning.…Metaphorically,… the…to-infinitive…has…three…meanings:…posteriority（the…meaning…
that…refers… to…events… in… the… future）,…sloppy…simultaneity（the…meaning… that…mentions…
what…happens…simultaneously）,…and…anteriority…（the…meaning…that…points…to…events…in…the…
past）.…On…the…other…hand,…‘of’…has…separation…and…attribution.… In…addition,… the…gerund…
has,…metaphorically,…anteriority…and…past-orientedness.…All…these…meanings…are…interrelated.…
Therefore,…we…need…to…look…at…the…word…in…question…and…its…co-occurring…words…in…order…to…
appreciate…the…difference…in…meaning.
